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Abstract: Mobile light detection and ranging (LiDAR) sensor point clouds are used in many fields
such as road network management, architecture and urban planning, and 3D High Definition (HD)
city maps for autonomous vehicles. Semantic segmentation of mobile point clouds is critical for these
tasks. In this study, we present a robust and effective deep learning-based point cloud semantic
segmentation method. Semantic segmentation is applied to range images produced from point
cloud with spherical projection. Irregular 3D mobile point clouds are transformed into regular
form by projecting the clouds onto the plane to generate 2D representation of the point cloud. This
representation is fed to the proposed network that produces semantic segmentation. The local
geometric feature vector is calculated for each point. Optimum parameter experiments were also
performed to obtain the best results for semantic segmentation. The proposed technique, called
SegUNet3D, is an ensemble approach based on the combination of U-Net and SegNet algorithms.
SegUNet3D algorithm has been compared with five different segmentation algorithms on two
challenging datasets. SemanticPOSS dataset includes the urban area, whereas RELLIS-3D includes
the off-road environment. As a result of the study, it was demonstrated that the proposed approach is
superior to other methods in terms of mean Intersection over Union (mIoU) in both datasets. The
proposed method was able to improve the mIoU metric by up to 15.9% in the SemanticPOSS dataset
and up to 5.4% in the RELLIS-3D dataset.

Keywords: autonomous driving; deep learning; light detection and ranging (LiDAR); point cloud;
semantic segmentation

1. Introduction

With the increasing usage of autonomous systems in vehicles, modeling, understand-
ing, and interpretation of the environment becomes an important task. Robust and real-time
sensing of the environment with high spatial accuracy is an important requirement for
autonomous driving [1]. For this purpose, different sensors are used such as RGB camera,
light detection and ranging (LiDAR), depth camera or Radar sensors. LiDARs are now a
crucial part in perception systems due to direct space measurements, which provide accu-
rate three-dimensional (3D) representation of the world [2]. Mobile point clouds obtained
with LiDAR are used for many tasks such as object detection, object tracking, and semantic
segmentation [3].

Mobile point clouds are data obtained using laser scanners mounted on a moving
vehicle. The geometric information contained in point clouds is valuable as a basis for
many applications. Accurate sense of environment and precise positioning are crucial
requirements for reliable navigation and safe driving of autonomous vehicles in complex
dynamic environments [4]. Mobile point clouds can be used in applications such as road
network management, architecture and urban planning, and 3D high definition (HD) city
maps for autonomous vehicles. For all these purposes, semantic segmentation of point
clouds is an essential requirement [5].
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Early on, traditional machine learning algorithms and rule-based methods were used
for semantic point cloud segmentation [6]. However, due to the irregular data structure of
the point cloud data, the complex geometric properties of the objects, and other noises, these
methods are insufficient for accurate classification [7]. Recently, deep learning methods
have been successfully applied for the segmentation of point clouds. Because mobile
point clouds are large, complex, and irregular data, applying semantic segmentation is a
challenging issue. Range image-based methods have been introduced to solve these issues.
The irregular point cloud structure is projected on a 2-dimensional (2D) plane. Thus, the
point cloud is transformed into a more organized and easier process.

In this study, we propose an ensemble point cloud semantic segmentation method that
combines 3D data structure and 2D segmentation techniques. Range images are created
by projecting the irregular structure of the point cloud to the 2D plane. Each point in the
range image is defined by vectors containing geometric features. The proposed SegUNet3D
approach is compared with other range image-based approaches, SqueezeSegv2, PointSeg,
and SalsaNext. Additionally, SegUNet3D’s advantages over image-based SegNet and
U-Net methods were demonstrated. Experiments are performed on mobile LiDAR datasets
SemanticPOSS produced in an urban area and RELLIS-3D produced in a rural area. A
search was also conducted for detecting optimum input and segment size for semantic
segmentation. The workflow is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Workflow of the study.

2. Related Works
2.1. Semantic Point Cloud Segmentation with Point-Based Methods

PointNet [8] is the first method that is directly working on irregular point clouds. The
fundamental idea behind PointNet is to learn each point’s spatial encoding and then gather
all of them into a single global point cloud signature. Features are created with multi-layer
perceptrons (MLPs) and clustered with the max-pooling function. A set of functions that
select informative key points from a group of points and encode this information in each
layer feature vector is learned by the network [9]. PointNet++ is based on two fundamental
problems: setting the point set and isolating point sets or local features. PointNet++ uses a
hierarchical neural network that employs PointNet recursively on the input point set [10].
Point sets are divided into local neighborhood areas that overlap based on a distance
metric. The neighborhood radius is gradually increased and features are extracted. Small
neighborhoods capture fine-grained local features, whereas large neighborhoods capture
all shape geometry. PointNet ++ uses larger kernels to extract solid patterns from sparse
point clouds. A random input dropout layer is introduced to learn a strategy optimized to
combine multi-scale features. This layer randomly selects the input points according to a
specific ratio from each sample.

The PointNet architecture pioneered the development of many methods for point
cloud semantic segmentation. Reference [11] used a combination of K-clustering and
KNN for defining two neighborhoods in world space and feature space separately. The
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proposed network has a structure where all points are passed through MLP and pooled in
feature blocks by max pooling. RandLA-Net [12], which runs directly on point clouds, was
developed for large-scale databases. It can process data quickly as it does not contain any
preprocessing steps. RandLA-Net uses random point sampling to provide high efficiency
in memory and computational cost. A local feature aggregation module is presented
to capture complex local features and spatial relationships. PointCNN [13] learns an χ
transformation from the input points, thereby weighting the points and preventing loss of
shape information. Convolution is applied to χ-transformed points. Reference [14] was
proposed as the PointWeb method to explore the relationship of all point pairs in a local
neighborhood. Adaptive Feature Adjustment (AFA) module, a new module is available
to find the interaction between points. An impact map is applied to the feature pairs map
for each local region, which has an element-based effect between the point pairs. The
features are well coded with region information and therefore take advantage of point
cloud recognition tasks such as point cloud segmentation and classification. Another
method is ShellNet [15] that is a permutation invariant convolution for point cloud deep
learning. The ShellNet method defines representative features by using statistics from
concentric spherical shells to solve point order ambiguity, and conventional convolution
methods work on these features. MLPs and 1D CNNs are used to obtain the final output.
Reference [16] present a convolution operator that is called Kernel Point Convolution
(KPConv). KPConv is inspired by image-based convolution, but it uses kernel points to
define the area where the kernel weight is applied instead of the kernel pixel used by
image-based convolution. However, the location of the kernel points is also learned in the
network, which allows the points to learn the topology of local neighborhoods and deform
the voxel grid to suit such a topology. Reference [17] proposed a full convolutional neural
network for airborne LiDAR point cloud classification. As the input data of the network
are 3D coordinates and LiDAR intensity, the architecture can be applied directly to the
point cloud. Another method was proposed by [18]. The proposed 1D convolutional neural
network can perform point cloud segmentation not only with a point cloud but also with
RGB obtained from a 2D geo-referenced image. The unclassified points are classified on
the image by k-NN.

2.2. Semantic Point Cloud Segmentation with Voxel-Based Methods

Voxel-based methods use points to be grouped with regular shapes (cube, sphere,
prism, etc.) as a basic unit instead of individual point. Early methods split the point cloud
into voxels of certain sizes and 3D convolutions are applied to these voxels for semantic seg-
mentation [5]. VoxNet [19] defined the points in the point cloud as a 3D binary occupancy
grid. These occupancy grids are used as input to CNNs for semantic segmentation. High
memory consumption is a crucial disadvantage of voxel-based methods, because of the
unnecessary computation on empty voxels. Recently, the octree-structured voxelization has
been widely used to hierarchically divide 3D point clouds to reduce memory consumption.
The most critical parameter is the size of the local point group. There is a significant loss of
information in the point cloud if the low voxel resolution is selected [20].

2.3. Semantic Point Cloud Segmentation with Projection-Based Methods

SqueezeSeg [21] proposes a new method for semantic point cloud segmentation that
enables the evaluation of point clouds reorganized into a spherical range image. Thus,
the semantic segmentation problem of point clouds is reduced to the image segmentation
problem. The height of the point exists as a band of the image, even if it is not as a third
dimension. Although SqueezeSeg was developed with the SqueezeNet architecture [22],
it has 50 times fewer parameters. A down-sampled feature map is produced with the
fireModules it uses. Then, convolution layers are used for upsampled and a probability
map is produced. Produced probability maps are improved with a conditional random field
(CRF). The same authors suggested the SqueezeSegv2 [1] method with some improvements.
Context aggregation module (CAM) has been added to the SqueezeSeg architecture to
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eliminate the effect of dropout noise caused by missing points in the point cloud. Moreover,
focal loss has been added due to class imbalance in the point clouds. Additionally, binary
mask to LiDAR input data and batch normalization are added. PointSeg [23] uses the fire
module from SqueezeNet for feature extraction. Multiple convolutions are applied with
the enlargement layer to obtain more location information. A global average pooling layer
is used to obtain the squeeze global information descriptor. RangeNet [24] is inspired by
the Darknet53 architecture [25]. A 2D fully convolutional semantic segmentation is applied
to the created range images. The estimated result images are transferred to the whole point
cloud with a k-NN based approach. SalsaNext [26] is an enhanced version of SalsaNet,
which is a encoder-decoder architecture. In SalsaNext, a residual dilated convolution stack
with 1 × 1 and 3 × 3 kernels are added to the head of the network to improve context
information. In addition, ResNet encoder blocks are replaced with a new residual dilated
convolution stack. The pixel-shuffle layer is added in the decoder section. There are also
studies [2] that apply image segmentation algorithms such as U-Net to the point cloud.
A new point cloud segmentation approach was proposed by rearranging the PointNet++
architecture to be applied to range images in [3].

3. Materials and Methods

This section will present the recommended approach for LiDAR point cloud segmen-
tation. The conversion of point clouds to range image, calculation of geometric features,
and semantic segmentation stages through deep learning will be explained, respectively.

3.1. Datasets

The method proposed in the study was evaluated in two different datasets: Semantic-
POSS and RELLIS-3D.

3.1.1. RELLIS-3D

RELLIS-3D [27] is a large data set created to test semantic segmentation algorithms
developed for robust and safe navigation of autonomous vehicles in off-road environments.
Most of the data sets available in the literature present the urban environment, whereas
RELLIS-3D, which provides off-road environment data, allows autonomous driving op-
portunities in different terrain structures. The dataset was collected from Texas A&M
University’s Rellis Campus, including challenges to class imbalance and environmental
topography. It contains 13,556 LiDAR scans and 6235 images of the off-road environment.
The LiDAR scans are split as 7800/2413/3343 frames for our experiments. Its official release
has 14 classes for LiDAR semantic segmentation: grass, tree, bush, concrete, mud, person,
puddle, rubble, barrier, log, fence, vehicle, pole, and water.

3.1.2. SemanticPOSS

The SemanticPOSS dataset [28] was obtained with the Hesai Pandora sensor module
consisting of cameras and LiDAR sensors. Moreover, there is a GPS/IMU system for
localization and orientation information. The point cloud was collected on a 1.5 km line at
Peking University, China. SemanticPOSS contains 14 classes that are labeled similarly to
the SemanticKITTI dataset. The semantic labels are unlabeled are: people, rider, car, trunk,
plants, traffic sign, pole, trashcan, building, cone/stone, fence, bike, and road. Unlabeled
points are ignored during the training and testing process. SemanticPOSS is divided into
6 parts, 500 frames per part. Part 3 is used for testing and the rest is for training.

3.2. Proposed Approach: SegUNet3D
3.2.1. Producing Network Input: Range Images

Point clouds contain Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) as well as additional informa-
tion such as RGB, intensity, and number of returns. Converting LiDAR point clouds to
more compact structures simplifies the processing of point clouds and reduces the com-
putational cost. A spherical projection method is proposed to convert irregular LiDAR
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point cloud structures into regular range images (Figure 2). The projection of the point
cloud is realized with the intrinsic parameters of the LiDAR sensor. LiDAR point clouds
are presented in a grid-based structure onto a sphere by calculating two parameters in
Equations (1) and (2) [21].

θ = arcsin
z√

x2 + y2 + z2
, θ̃ = [θ/4θ] (1)

φ = arcsin
y√

x2 + y2
, φ̃ = [φ/4φ] (2)

θ and φ refer to azimuth and zenith angles, respectively. 4θ and4φ are resolutions
for discretization, θ̃ and φ̃ define 2D position of a point on the spherical grid. Range image
provides a more structured, light and dense representation of the point cloud (Figure 3).
Thus, it enables tasks that require fast data processing, such as autonomous driving, to be
performed on lower hardware [21].

Figure 2. An illustration of the point cloud segment transformed to range image. Red point is center
and gray points are neighbor points.

Figure 3. The captured point cloud data is projected to the 2D plane due to LiDAR parameters.
Objects close to the sensor are denser, and the density decreases as you move away from the sensor.
Some projected objects are marked with red and yellow rectangles.

3.2.2. Extraction of Geometric Features

Geometric features that can describe the local geometric properties of a point cloud are
produced from the covariance matrix calculated from the local neighborhood area of the
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central point [29]. Let P = (x, y, z) be the central point. The points inside the sphere with
the center point P are the neighboring points of P. A set of points with a certain Euclidean
distance from other points is defined as a segment. Thus, the point cloud is segmented.

Covariance matrix is calculated for points within a segment. Covariance is a measure
of how much each of the dimensions changes relative to the mean [30]. The covariance
matrix of a segment centered at point P = (x, y, z) is:

C =

Cov(xi, x̄) Cov(xi, ȳ) Cov(xi, z̄)
Cov(yi, x̄) Cov(yi, ȳ) Cov(yi, z̄)
Cov(zi, x̄) Cov(zi, ȳ) Cov(zi, z̄)

 (3)

where, Cov(x, y) is the covariance of x, y computed by using (4).

Cov(x, y) =
1

n− 1

k

∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ) (4)

where, n refers to afterwards, the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C are calculated.
The eigenvalues are ordered from largest to smallest as λ1 > λ2 > λ3. After the eigenvalues
are obtained, the geometric features are calculated. Eigen features calculated in this study
are: linearity (5), planarity (6), scattering (7), omnivariance (8), anisotropy (9) eigenentropy (10),
and surface variation (11) [31]. In addition to these seven features, height, intensity, range,
normal angle are added to the feature vector.

Linearity = (λ1 − λ2)/λ1 (5)

Planarity = (λ2 − λ3)/λ1 (6)

Scattering = λ3/λ1 (7)

Omnivariance = 3
√

λ1λ2λ3 (8)

Anisotropy = (λ1 − λ3)/λ1 (9)

Eigenentropy =
3

∑
i=1

λi ln λi (10)

Sur f ace variation = λ3/(λ1 + λ2 + λ3) (11)

3.2.3. Review of U-Net

Traditional CNN architectures contain sequential convolution layers and gain strong
semantic attributes as they are deeper into the network architecture. In addition, while
the pooling layers reduce the feature size, spatial details are lost. U-Net architecture is
combined with interconnection layers and final layers to take more advantage of the spatial
attributes in the first layers. In this way, it has benefited from the features obtained in the
first layers, which are quite rich in terms of location information.

U-Net [32], which is one of the widely used perceptual algorithms in the segmentation
of 2D data, contains multi-channel feature maps and has 23 convolution layers. It consists
of parts, each containing 3 × 3 convolutions, a ReLU process, and 2 × 2 max-pooling layers.
U-Net architecture, which has a symmetrical structure, enables one to spread the contextual
information created in the feature layers to higher resolution layers. The general structure
of the U-net architecture consists of a series of 2 × 2 subsampling layers followed by a
3 × 3 convolutional layer. In the convolution process, the activation function is used as the
transformation function (Equation (12)).

Z(xk(ii, jj)) = f (
k

∑
k=1

xk(ii, jj)× wk + bk) ⇐⇒ Z = f (x× w + b) (12)
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where w refers to weight vector, b is bias vector, and xk(ii, jj) is the input of the activation
function and the output of convolution operation [33].

3.2.4. Review of SegNet

SegNet [34] is a fully convolutional neural network architecture with an encoder-
decoder structure. The network consists of the encoder–decoder layers, convolution layers,
batch normalization, pooling indices, and rectified linear unit (ReLU) parts. The first
13 layers of the encoder network correspond to the first 13 layers of the VGG-16 network.
There is a corresponding decoder for each encoder. In each encoder and decoder network,
several filters are applied to generate and normalize feature maps. The decoder generates
sparse feature maps by upsampling the feature map using the memorized maxpooling
indices from the corresponding encoder. Finally, class probabilities are calculated by using
to Equation (13) to classify each pixel with softmax in the final decoder network.

s(xi) =
ex

∑n
j=1 ex (13)

where n refers to the number of classes, x is the output vector of the model, and index i is
in the range of 0 to n− 1.

3.2.5. Architecture

Each of the U-Net and SegNet architectures has been successful in inferring different
classes in classification. Based on this finding, it was hypothesized that averaging the
output weights of the algorithms would yield better results than the individual methods
themselves. The created range images are processed in U-Net and SegNet architectures
in two streams and weights are obtained in the designed architecture. The latest model
weights are calculated by averaging the weights from the two channels. Two vectors of
64 ×M × P, M width size, and P weights from the last convolutions in decoder of U-Net
and SegNet are summed. Then, the weights are normalized in the softmax layer and
transferred to the segmentation layer (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Addition of weights of two streams.

The standard cross-entropy is used for the final semantic prediction of SegUNet3D.
For each input element yj, cross-entropy element-wise loss values are computed using
Equation (14).

Loss = − 1
N

N

∑
n=1

K

∑
i=1

wi pn
i log( p̂n

i ) (14)

where N and K are the numbers of observations and classes, respectively. wi is weight
for each i element, pn

i is 1 if pixel i labeled as n, p̂n
i is predicted class probability [3]. The

architecture of SegUNet3D is presented in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. An illustration of a SegUnet3D architecture. The 64 × 1024 image is in two streams,
downsampling in the encoder and then upsampling in the decoder. Thus, the input and output size
will be the same. The specified numbers represent the width of the image in that layer.

4. Results and Discussion

SegUnet3D and other methods were trained and evaluated on SemanticPOSS and
RELLIS-3D datasets with the specified training parameters. Each sequence is initially
organized in 64 × N (N is the width of the image) dimensions. Geometric features are
calculated using reorganized point clouds, and range images are generated. The proposed
SegUNet3D is compared with the range image-based SqueezeSegv2, PointSeg, and Sal-
saNext algorithms and image segmentation methods, U-Net and SegNet. In order to make
a correct assessment, other methods were also trained and tested on the created data sets.
All of the experiments are implemented in a MATLAB environment and performed with
a single GPU. A total of 20 epochs, 0.9 momentum, and 0.001 initial learning rate were
used as training parameters. Batch size is determined as 16 for 64 × 512 input size, 8 for
64 × 1024 input size, and 4 for 64 × 2048 input size, considering hardware capability. For
the experiments, i7-11800H, 2.30 GHz processor, GTX 3070 graphics card, and 32 GB RAM
hardware is used. The results are evaluated by the mean Intersection over-Union (mIoU).

mIoU =
1
N

N

∑
c=1

Pc ∩ Gc

Pc ∪ Gc
(15)

where Pc and Gc, respectively, refer to predicted and ground-truth points that belong to
class c. c ∈ (1, 2, . . . , N) is the index of the class.

4.1. Comparative Experiment Analysis

Comparative experiment analyses were carried out on datasets to examine different
experimental design. SegUnet3D and other methods are compared regarding with the effect
of input sizes, segment size, and usage of 3D geometric features. Thus, the superiority of the
SegUnet3D method over the methods in the literature was emphasized. The performance
of the proposed algorithm in different terrain structures has been examined. Additionally,
the performances of the methods on the basis of classes are also presented.

4.1.1. Effect of Input Image Resolution

Firstly, the influence of the input image resolution explores the semantic point cloud
segmentation. All of the architectures with 64 × 512, 64 × 1024, and 64 × 2048 input
sizes were used for this study. According to the results, the effect of the input resolution
size changes depending on the dataset. In the SemanticPOSS dataset, mIoU increases
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significantly when the input size is increased from 64 × 512 to 64 × 1024. However,
although the mIoU increased from 64 × 1024 to 64 × 2048, 64 × 2048 has more inference
time. Considering the effectiveness and efficiency, the experiments were performed for the
SemanticPOSS dataset with 64 × 1024. The results are presented in Table 1.

For the RELLIS-3D dataset, the 64 × 512 input size is superior in terms of mIoU.
There is an inverse relationship between input size and mIoU for SegUnet3D. However,
SalsaNext has higher mIoU at 64× 1024 and 64× 2048, while SegUnet3D has a higher mIoU
at 64 × 512. mIoU decreased from 64 × 512 to 64 × 2048. Therefore, 64 × 512 input size
was preferred for RELLIS3D. The effect of input size on evaluation metrics in RELLIS-3D
dataset is presented in Table 2.

Table 1. Results of different network input size on SemanticPOSS. The values are in %.

Resolution U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

64 × 512 29.1 34.4 25.9 25.5 21.8 35.2
64 × 1024 35.6 41.6 35.5 28.8 43.8 44.7
64 × 2048 42.7 45.0 42.4 33.2 42.0 45.7

Table 2. Results of different network input size on RELLIS-3D. The values are in %.

Resolution U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

64 × 512 18.5 28.5 26.5 26.0 31.3 33.3
64 × 1024 23.9 29.9 29.1 29.6 32.0 30.6
64 × 2048 28.8 28.7 26.3 24.8 31.6 29.8

4.1.2. Effect of Segment Size

The point cloud is first divided into clusters for feature extraction. Points within a
specified Euclidean distance are defined as a cluster. In this study, the distance was chosen
as 0.5 m. The change of Euclidean distance does not significantly affect the number of
clusters. The point number size of the cluster is the main parameter to be evaluated. As the
minimum number of points decreases, the number of clusters increases. The SegUnet3D
and other algorithms are tested according to the minimum number of points of 30, 50, and
70. In both data sets, the highest mIoU was reached in 50 points for SegUnet3D. Clusters
consisting of 30 points remain small to define an object, whereas more than one object can
remain in a cluster at 70 points. This has the effect of reducing mIoU. A total of 50 minimum
points were determined as the optimum number of points and used in the experiments.
The results for both datasets are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3. Results of different segment size on SemanticPOSS. The values are in %.

Minimum Points U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

30 35.4 40.7 35.9 29.7 38.3 42.3
50 35.6 41.6 35.5 28.8 43.8 44.7
70 33.4 41.8 35.8 30.1 39.6 41.6

Table 4. Results of different segment size on RELLIS-3D. The values are in %.

Minimum Points U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

30 32.9 28.8 27.8 26.7 31.0 30.0
50 18.5 28.5 26.5 26.0 31.3 33.3
70 30.9 29.5 28.4 27.9 25.2 30.3

4.1.3. Effect of 3D Geometric Features

Each of the calculated geometric features (Section 3.2.2) for a point is added to the
range image as a band in addition to the 3D coordinates. As the input, images with the size
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of h × w × 10 pixels (h, w; height and width of image) with geometric features and images
with the size of h × w × 3 pixels without geometric features were created. Thus, a point
is defined using 3D coordinates and its local geometric features. More input features are
provided to train the model. Points belonging to the same class are expected to have similar
geometric features. In order to reveal the effect of geometric features, the SegUNet3D
and other algorithms were applied to both data sets by changing only the feature space.
According to the results, when 3D geometric features are added, mIoU metrics is increased.
In the SemanticPOSS dataset, when results of SegUnet3D is examined, this increase was
about 3.3% (Table 5), while in RELLIS-3D there was an increase of 6.7% in mIoU (Table 6).
An increase in the mIoU value was also observed in other methods, except for U-Net.

Table 5. The results of usage of 3D geometric features on SemanticPOSS. The values are in %.

Feature U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

Without 3D Geometric Features 38.1 38.6 33.3 28.5 38.6 41.4
With 3D Geometric Features 35.6 41.6 35.5 28.8 43.8 44.7

Table 6. The results of usage of 3D geometric features on RELLIS-3D. The values are in %.

Feature U-Net SegNet SqueezeSegV2 PointSeg SalsaNext SegUnet3D

Without 3D Geometric Features 32.4 24.4 24.0 24.5 24.9 26.6
With 3D Geometric Features 18.5 28.5 26.5 26.0 31.3 33.3

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Models

The proposed approach is compared with three range image-based methods (Squeeze-
SegV2, PointSeg, and SalsaNext) and two image-based methods (U-Net and SegNet). All
methods have been trained and tested using range images created by adding geometric
features. Since the SemanticPOSS data set was created in the urban area, it includes more
regular structures. RELLIS-3D usually contains more natural and irregular structures.
SegUnet3D algorithm is superior to other methods in rural areas as well as in urban areas.

The evaluation results of the SemanticPOSS dataset are shown in Table 7. For Se-
manticPOSS, the SegUNet3D method is significantly superior to image-based and range
image-based methods. In particular, 9.2% higher mIoU value was obtained from Squeeze-
SegV2, and was 15.9% higher than PointSeg and 0.9% higher than SalsaNext. Especially
in the building, road, and plant classes in the urban area, higher IoU value is obtained.
However, lower IoU values were obtained in classes such as the rider, pole, and traffic
sign. The main reason is the amount of training data. Building, road, and plant classes
have higher evaluation metrics in semantic segmentation because the urban area has many
buildings, roads, and plants. The semantic segmentation results of SemanticPOSS dataset
are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Table 7. Evaluation results on the SemanticPOSS dataset. The values are in %. The highest mIoU
value is shown as bold.

Method People Rider Car Trunk Plants Traffic Sign Pole Building Fence Bike Road mIoU

SegNet [34] 42.6 14.8 50.3 24.5 68.2 22.3 12.4 65.9 37.0 43.6 75.7 41.6
U-Net [32] 37.5 1.4 42.1 23.2 62.7 16.4 9.6 62.4 24.3 37.4 74.9 35.6

SqueezeSegV2 [1] 28.3 2.2 42.3 13.3 67.0 13.0 10.4 63.1 32.3 40.8 77.7 35.5
PointSeg [23] 22.5 4.7 21.9 15.1 55.9 13.0 10.0 54.1 17.5 30.0 72.3 28.8
SalsaNext [26] 47.7 6.2 47.1 24.6 69.3 29.3 19.1 64.9 46.9 49.0 78.1 43.8

SegUnet3D (Ours) 44.7 26.4 50.7 24.2 69.2 21.9 17.3 68.4 45.8 46.5 76.3 44.7
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 6. Qualitative results of the methods for SemanticPOSS. (a) Ground Truth; (b) SegUNet3D;
(c) SegNet; (d) U-Net; (e) SqueezeSegV2; (f) PointSeg; (g) SalsaNext.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)
Figure 7. Semantic segmentation results of the SemanticPOSS dataset are presented as point clouds.
(a) Ground Truth; (b) SegUNet3D; (c) SegNet; (d) U-Net; (e) SqueezeSegV2; (f) PointSeg; (g) SalsaNext.
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The comparative results of the RELLIS-3D dataset are presented in Table 8. The
ensemble SegUNet3D method outperforms SegNet and U-Net according to the mIoU metric.
Compared to image-based methods, SegUNet3D has higher IoU for small and regular
objects such as the pole, vehicle, and barrier. Labels that SegNet and U-Net individually
assign incorrectly can be determined correctly with the SegUNet3D architecture, which is a
combination of two algorithms. SegUNet3D is also superior to SqueezeSegV2, PointSeg
and SalsaNext. SqueezeSegV2, PointSeg, and SalsaNext achieved 28.4%, 27.9%, and 31.3%
mIoU, respectively, while SegUNet3D achieved 33.3% mIoU. SegUNet3D improves mIoU
about 5% compared to SqueezeSegV2 and PointSeg, and 2% compared to SalsaNext in
RELLIS-3D dataset. SegUNet3D can successfully extract some small objects that other
range image-based methods hardly recognize, such as pole and barrier. The semantic
segmentation results of RELLIS-3D dataset are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

Table 8. Evaluation results on the RELLIS-3D dataset. The values are in %. The highest mIoU value
is shown as bold.

Method Grass Tree Pole Water Vehicle Log Person Fence Bush Concrete Barrirer Puddle Mud Rubble mIoU

SegNet [34] 67.3 74.4 0.0 0.0 4.7 0.0 78.1 0.5 75.3 58.7 43.1 2.8 2.9 0.6 29.2
U-Net [32] 67.6 76.4 1.4 20.0 7.6 0.1 77.5 0.6 76.3 62.0 40.6 2.5 2.1 8.5 30.2

SqueezeSegV2 [1] 66.7 73.0 0.0 0.0 3.0 0.0 71.8 0.0 73.4 62.7 39.4 2.7 3.7 0.4 28.4
PointSeg [23] 64.1 67.2 16.0 0.0 12.3 1.1 61.3 6.0 72.2 54.9 24.9 4.4 6.6 0.0 27.9
SalsaNext [26] 67.3 75.5 0.0 0.0 4.1 0.0 82.6 0.2 75.3 66.8 53.3 3.8 3.8 4.7 31.3

SegUnet3D (Ours) 67.6 73.9 39.8 0.0 9.3 0.0 77.5 1.1 75.5 62.2 50.5 3.1 4.7 1.4 33.3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 8. Qualitative results of the methods for RELLLIS-3D. (a) Ground Truth; (b) SegUNet3D;
(c) SegNet; (d) U-Net; (e) SqueezeSegV2; (f) PointSeg; (g) SalsaNext.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g)
Figure 9. Semantic segmentation results of the RELLIS-3D dataset are presented as point clouds.
(a) Ground Truth; (b) SegUNet3D; (c) SegNet; (d) U-Net; (e) SqueezeSegV2; (f) PointSeg; (g) SalsaNext.

Semantic perception of the environment has an important task for successful au-
tonomous driving. According to the results obtained, the SegUNet3D algorithm offers a
solution for semantic perception in autonomous driving in areas with different topographic
structures. Especially by including 3D geometric features, mIoU values have been increased
and a better semantic segmentation performance has been provided. SegUNet3D algorithm
can also be used for real-time object detection and navigation. Scene evaluation rates of
SegUNet3D are 28.6 images/s for 64 × 512 pixel image, 17.6 images/s for 64 × 1024 pixel
image and 7.4 images/s for 64 × 2048 pixel image, respectively. SegUNet3D proposes an
efficient, fast, and highly accurate solution for semantic segmentation for mobile LiDAR
point clouds.

5. Conclusions

In this study, we proposed a projection-based deep learning approach, named Se-
gUNet3D, for semantic segmentation of mobile point clouds. The proposed method has
been compared with three projection-based and two image-based methods using two public
challenge mobile LiDAR datasets. It was demonstrated that it provides better segmentation
accuracy. Mobile point clouds are often used for models of dynamic scenes. Moving objects
such as people, vehicles, or other living beings in the environment can cause noise. Future
studies will focus on eliminating noise caused by moving objects and producing HD maps
from mobile point clouds. Additionally, studies on point cloud and image integration can
be carried out for the usage of not only geometric features but also radiometric features for
point cloud segmentation.
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